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In this new, revised step-by-step guide to building agility obstacles for your dog I took comments

from YOU and have created a Better guide to building Dog Agility Equipment. This easy to

understand booklet includes: improved color coded diagrams and full color photos of the equipment

as works in progress and completed, a list of all materials, which are easily available at hardware

stores or home improvement warehouse stores (no expensive specialty pieces that you would have

to order on-line) and a list of the common household tools needed. This booklet will easily pay for

itself in saved trips to the store, miss cut pieces, and saved time and effort. More than 15 plans

included!!
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I bought this book hoping for help building good equipment. It was better than expected!! I had seen

plans on the web and in other books but that stuff was rigged and seemed flimsy, crude and unsafe.

It also made my backyard look like a garage sale. This book guides you through building excellent

equipment you can be confident with and proud of. Don't waste your time attempting to build your

equipment without this book. It easily saved me the price in time and frustration. It was worth every

penny. I wish I had found it sooner.

The author offers her experiences and thoughts about building dog agility equipment, mostly from

pvc pipe. It gave me a useful beginning.The author does not offer plans, specs, and cut-lists in the

format that many might expect. It is my impression that she is unfamiliar with how projects are

generally described and did not get a review from someone familiar with these. I needed to spend



time preparing my own cut-list and this was a bit annoying.When I followed her plans they worked

well. There seems to be no better book to serve as a beginning point.

I was originally concerned that I would have difficulty with ANY how to manual or book quite frankly.

This book not only walked me step by step through each process, it allowed me to help my kids

understand a bit of construction as well. I was surprised by the color coding of each obstacle and

ease with which I was able to put it together! I didn't think I was getting something this

comprehensive. Thank you so much for doing this. In this economy, I need to save every penny I

can. My kids can now enjoy beginning dog agility and I didn't have to go broke doing it.

So many of these excellent reviews are REALLY suspicious. Like they only review THIS book! It

contains about 50 pages of actual material and for $14 that is absurd. I think the author and/or

friends are posting fake reviews. I'm asking for my money back!!!

I bought this for my wife as a birthday present. We've looked online to find agility plans, but it took a

great deal of searching to find quality plans. When I gave this to my wife, she said, "Why didn't we

buy this sooner?" The plans seem very structurally sound and relatively easy to build. We're looking

forward to building them.

This book is worth it's weight in gold! The instructions are written in plain English that makes the

projects Fun and Easy. Anybody can do this!! and it's FUN!!

I am starting agility training with my dog and need to make equipment. I felt this book was just what I

needed. And the book does help with getting the right materials, size, and assembling the

equipment. I feel that the quality of material should be better for the amount that is being charged. It

is only 60 pages and contents are more like a pamphlet. In that respect it was disappointing. Dog

Agility Equipment Construction Instructions: YOU CAN! Build Better Training Obstacles for your Dog

I teach Dog Agility Classes and needed to redo some of my equipment and replace others. I loved

this book! It gave me the information I needed to save money on expensive equipment to help keep

the cost down for my students.
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